
Are we 
Modelling?
Aided Language Input in English 
Classrooms.





“A piano alone doesn’t make a 

pianist, nor does a basketball make 

an athlete. Likewise, AAC alone 

doesn’t make one a competent, 

proficient communicator”
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Gold Standard?

• Easy to implement

• Works for many

• Slows partners down

• Creates acceptance



Is it used?

“relatively uncommon”

“little is known" 

"SLPs most commonly use verbal instructions and 
modelling to teach partner strategies"

"[I] don’t use [augmented input] ... because the 
student can use it himself"

"...the least frequently used partner 
strategy."

"All [speech therapists] ( n = 9) reported using some form of 
modelling when instructing their students



1. To what extent is ALI being used by TAs in English classrooms?

2. What differences exist in the amount and style of modelling being 
used?

3. Is there a relationship between the extent and style of modelling used 
and student communication competencies?

My Research



Teaching Assistants (n=205)

• Teaching assistant characteristics

• AAC user characteristics

• Communication aid features

• Amount of modelling

• Styles of modelling

• AAC user competencies



Taylor



Taylor’s medical diagnosis

Not sure Autism Cerebral Palsy PMLD Other



Device vocabulary

Mostly Phrases Mostly Core Mostly Nouns Mix Unsure



Direct or indirect access:

Indirect Direct



Print vs Electronic

Of those that use both, 60% use print-based aids more 
than electronic aids.

• 48% never use electronic aids

• 6% never use print-based aids



Denied powered AAC
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Modelling: What do you think?

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/31dff358f9f24b5deac74696b4c8968f/6d24255cd36d


Participants (TAs)



How much modelling do you do with Taylor?
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Requests, Navigation, 
Emotions, Greetings, 
Recasting, Clearing the 
message bar

Operational features & 
Conversational repairs

IN OUT



Modelling linguistic competencies



Do you provide expectant pauses?
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Do you provide physical prompts?
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“Modelling is generally used the 
most when introducing new items/ 
phrases to Taylor. After that it tends 
to reduce.”

“As my pupil is still quite new to her 
voice output device I model when 
and as it is needed.”



Relationships

• Paper-based vs electronic

• Direct vs indirect

• TA time available

• Confident & well-trained TAs

No differences

No differences

No relationship

Less modelling



How much modelling do you do with Taylor?
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Student AAC Competencies



Modelling and combining

R² = 0.3846
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Why else are people not modelling?

“It depends on the knowledge of 
teachers and teaching assistants in 
the use of AACs. Also, the quality 
of the SALT.”

“Success of communication aids 
in classroom depend largely on 
the knowledge and confidence of 
the staff working with the 
individual.”



“Initially introducing a 
communication aid (either low tech or 
high tech) can be a lot of hard work.”

“Needs to become far more 
normalized, and training needs to 
become far more widely available.”

Why else are people not modelling?



Why else are people not modelling?

“Again, useless unless training and 
continuous use both at school and at 
home.”

“There is a lack of staff training and 
support is required to identify the best 
device for the child’s needs.”



Why else are people not modelling?

“Limited input, modelling and follow up 
from SALT within mainstream does not 
help to embed or develop skills.”

“In mainstream education, staff that do 
not work with AAC users know little 
about it and how they work or how the 
individual uses it”



Why else are people not modelling?

“Needs more use. Staff need more 
training on how to use effectively 
and how to support students to 
have less navigation to find things 
quickly.”

“At times therapist can be 
confusing”



Why else are people not modelling?

“Much more training is required.  [We] 
struggle to use communication aid.”

“Vital to train others around the child 
on how to model and why its so 
important. Also, some people are shy at 
doing this.”





Summary

• In England, TAs are using ALI for students across a range of locations, ages and 
medical conditions when using either high-tech or low-tech, and for both 
categories of access method.

• Linguistic skills are modelled a lot, operational competencies and conversational 
repairs less so. 

• A lack of training and support contributes to lack of modelling. 

• Most teaching assistants use expectant delays with AAC users, but 65% use physical 
prompting. 



Summary

• 80% of AAC users access their AAC through direct access.

• 19% of communication aids are “mostly nouns.”

• Half of school-age AAC users have never had access to a powered AAC 
device. 



Recommendations

We need to do more to support and train school staff on good 
communication partner skills.

We could make use of the confident modellers to support those less 
confident. 

We should explore why powered devices aren’t available to so many 
children and young people. 



“A piano alone doesn’t make a pianist, 

nor does a basketball make an athlete. 

Likewise, AAC alone doesn’t make one a 

competent, proficient communicator”
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